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Abstract—In this paper, the hourly demand response (DR) is
incorporated into security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC)
for economic and security purposes. SCUC considers fixed and
responsive loads. Unlike fixed hourly loads, responsive loads are
modeled with their intertemporal characteristics. The responsive
loads linked to hourly market prices can be curtailed or shifted
to other operating hours. The study results show that DR could
shave the peak load, reduce the system operating cost, reduce fuel
consumptions and carbon footprints, and reduce the transmission
congestion by reshaping the hourly load profile. Numerical simu-
lations in this paper exhibit the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach.

Index Terms—Demand response, real time prices, security-con-
strained unit commitment.

Indices:

Index for bus.

Index for unit.

Index for time.

Sets:

Superscript for fixed loads.

Superscript for responsive loads.

Parameters:

Number of buses.

Number of units.

Number of time periods (hours).

Max curtailable daily load at bus .

Fixed load at bus at time .

Submitted responsive load at bus at time .

Min curtailable load at bus at time .

Drop off rate of load at bus .
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Pickup rate of load at bus .

Min on time of load at bus .

Min off time of load at bus .

ON time of load at bus and time .

OFF time of load at bus at time .

Variables:

Consumption benefit at bus at time .

Load at bus at time .

Responsive load at bus at time .

Generation cost of unit at time .

Commitment state of unit at time .

Generation of unit at time .

Curtailment state of load at bus at time .

Power mismatch at time .

, Dual variables.

Symbols:

Given variables.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N restructured power systems, the independent system op-
erator (ISO) would schedule available system resources to

satisfy the hourly system load and maintain the system secu-
rity at the least operating cost [1], [2]. The hourly system load
could be fixed in the day-ahead scheduling. The participating
generating companies would submit strategic bids to the ISO to
supply the hourly load forecast [3]. The market clearing price
would be set by the marginal price of the last scheduled gen-
erator for satisfying the hourly fixed load. Hence, the demand
side would have no role in the market clearing and price set-
ting. Some drawbacks of the lack of demand-side participation
in power markets could include large price spikes, congested
transmission lines, higher fuel consumptions and carbon foot-
prints, lack of sufficient generation resources in particular at
peak hours, and exercise of market power [4]–[8].

Price spikes might occur when the demand side has no role in
setting electricity prices, so generators would have no incentive
to bid close to their marginal costs which could lead to bids
that are much higher than actual generation costs. This behavior
could lead to volatile market prices that are away from perfectly
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competitive prices. In addition, price spikes might happen when
generation reserves are lower during peak demand hours. To
compensate generation shortages at peak hours, generators with
high marginal costs are installed to supply peak demands, which
could result in a significant underutilization of such generators
at off-peak periods.

Demand-side participation could be very effective in such
circumstances. Demand-side participation may reduce the load
at peak periods, which is a more economical way to respond
to generation and transmission capacity constraints. The de-
mand-side participation could also mitigate price manipulations
which could otherwise lead to market power exercises. The price
manipulations could occur when the hourly generation dispatch
is calculated by minimizing the total operating cost (without
considering any demand-side participation.) An increase in the
demand-side participation could benefit individual customers
and ultimately the entire electricity market.

Demand-side participation could include distributed genera-
tion, on-site storage, and demand response (DR). DR is consid-
ered more specifically in this paper. DR includes the reduction
or deferral of hourly consumptions in response to higher market
prices or market incentives [4], [5]. DR could include the emer-
gency DR and the economic DR. Emergency DR will reduce
the load temporarily in response to an emergency grid condi-
tion initiated by a request from system operators. This type of
DR is not frequently used and not considered in this paper. Eco-
nomic DR will reduce the load voluntarily by electricity cus-
tomers and in response to market prices. In restructured power
systems, nodal prices vary with time and location; so electricity
customers could adjust their load profiles in response to elec-
tricity price volatilities. Customers could curtail loads in such
circumstances. However, load curtailments are usually undesir-
able. Customers would rather shift less critical loads to hours
with more moderate prices [9]–[13]. All customers would, how-
ever, benefit from lowered market prices as shifting 5%–8%
of the consumption to off-peak hours and shedding additional
4%–7% of peak demand could save U.S. customers about $15
billion a year [14].

Fig. 1 depicts the energy market operation in a restructured
power system. Generation and transmission companies provide
the ISO with the available generating unit and transmission line
information. The load serving entity (LSE) which acts as an ag-
gregator for customer loads provides the load data to the ISO.
The customers do not directly participate in DR programs and
the curtailment service provider (CSP) acts on behalf of such
customers. CSP obtains load curtailment data from customers
and submits DR bids to the ISO. In addition, it provides cus-
tomers with curtailment options and saving opportunities, in
day-ahead and real-time markets, based on forecasted prices.
Note that an LSE or electric distribution company (EDC) could
act as a CSP. The ISO runs the day-ahead security-constrained
unit commitment (SCUC) based on the prevailing constraints to
find the optimal hourly schedule of generating units and loads.

The challenge here is to incorporate DR into the market
clearing process to achieve the most efficient market dynamics
[15]–[17]. Reference [13] incorporated DR within auction rules
using an iterative approach. An auction algorithm to implicitly
allow DR is developed in [17], but the periods for reducing

Fig. 1. Energy market operations.

loads or recovering the saved energy are fixed. In [18] an
alternative market-clearing tool is proposed for maximizing
the social welfare in which customers submit bids for energy
purchases. In [19] a multiround auction algorithm is intro-
duced in which market participants would modify their bids
until an equilibrium is reached. The iterative algorithm may
cause market price oscillations. In [20] load constraints are
incorporated into day-ahead auctions using an hourly bidding
mechanism. However, most of the intertemporal constraints of
loads and transmission constraints are disregarded. [21] quan-
tifies the effect of DR on electricity markets in which the load
shifting behavior of customers is considered in a centralized
market-clearing mechanism. In [22] the elasticity of demand
is incorporated in a centralized market-clearing process. [23]
further explored the approach proposed in [22] using a unit
commitment (UC) instead of optimal power flow calculation
for market clearing. The iterative process used in [22] integrates
the market price computation with the elasticity of demand
price. In [24] the iterative market-clearing process proposed in
[22], [23] is revisited and convergence problems encountered
in those approaches were alleviated.

In general, either a direct approach or an iterative approach
is used when considering DR in market clearing processes. The
iterative approaches use the elasticity of demand price to adjust
the load demand. However, convergence problems may occur in
the iterative process which would be time-consuming; it could
also be difficult to guarantee the existence of a feasible solu-
tion. Direct methods do not accurately model the shifting of re-
sponsive loads which could have a significant impact on market-
clearing results. In addition, these approaches do not consider
operating constraints of DR nor do they consider transmission
constraints.
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In this paper, we propose a DR model for market clearing. Re-
sponsive loads are considered which can be curtailed or shifted
in time for economical reasons. The operating characteristics
of loads including bids, hourly profile, and intertemporal char-
acteristics, are considered which are submitted to the ISO. An
hourly SCUC is applied for market clearing (see Fig. 1) in which
the network feasibility in the base case and contingencies are
taken into account. So the impact of DR on the hourly operation
and control of constrained power systems is considered in the
proposed approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
outlines the proposed day-ahead market clearing model, while
Section III formulates the problem. The numerical studies are
provided in Section IV, the observations are listed in Section V,
and the paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. DAY-AHEAD MARKET CLEARING MODEL

The proposed market-clearing process with DR is presented
in this section.

A. Market Clearing Process

We assume both generators and loads could submit complex
offers and bids to the ISO. Complex load bids include multiple
bid sections with intertemporal load constraints. When con-
sidering simple generation offers and load bids, the market-
clearing price is the cross section of aggregated load and gener-
ation quantities. In our approach, transmission constraints are
considered in the base case and contingencies. The objective
would be to maximize the social welfare, i.e., consumption
payments minus generation costs. The hourly SCUC schedule
for complex bids would demonstrate the optimal commitment
and dispatch of generating units and the hourly DR based on
submitted offers and bids.

B. Load Bids

DR bids include hourly fixed and responsive load bids. Fixed
loads are price-takers which are satisfied at the market-clearing
price. The responsive load price would drop with increasing the
load quantity. A responsive load bid consists of hourly quantity
and price of load which are subject to the following constraints
[25], [26]:

• minimum up/down time limits;
• load pickup/drop rates;
• minimum hourly curtailment;
• maximum daily curtailment.
Minimum up time defines the number of consecutive hours

that the load would have to be supplied once it is restored. Min-
imum down time represents the minimum number of consecu-
tive hours that a load would be off once curtailed. Load pickup/
drop rates represent the ramping capability for restoring/cur-
tailing loads. These rates identify the rate at which a customer
would change its consumption. The minimum hourly curtail-
ment defines the lower limit for the allowable hourly curtail-
ment. The minimum load curtailment may either reflect physical
load limits or be imposed by system operators whereby smaller
responsive loads could not participate in markets. The maximum
daily curtailment would restrict the total load curtailment in the

scheduling horizon. A feasible hourly schedule for responsive
loads is calculated using these physical constraints.

C. Hourly SCUC Solution With DR

The proposed flowchart is depicted in Fig. 1. The solution
of the master problem consists of optimal day-ahead commit-
ment and dispatch schedule of generating units and loads. The
solution of the master problem is applied to the subproblem
1 to check the feasibility of the system when considering the
base case transmission system constraints. In the case of viola-
tions, hourly Benders cuts are generated and added to the master
problem in the next iteration. This iterative process will con-
tinue until an optimal base case solution is achieved. The solu-
tion of the master problem is further used in the subproblem 2
to check the system feasibility in the case of contingencies. In
the case of violations, Benders cut is added to the next iteration
of the master problem. This iterative process will continue until
the system security constraints are satisfied. The Benders cuts
in this problem would include one additional variable, i.e., load
quantity, as we solve the SCUC problem [27]–[31].

III. FORMULATION OF SCUC WITH DR

The SCUC formulation in the master problem and two sub-
problems is presented in the following.

A. Master Problem

The objective of the master problem is to determine the day-
ahead schedule of generating units and loads in order to max-
imize the system social welfare while satisfying the prevailing
unit, load and system constraints. The objective is shown in (1)

(1)

The objective is to maximize the system social welfare, which
is the consumption benefit minus the generation cost. This ob-
jective is subject to power balance constraint (2)

(2)

In (2), both generation and load are considered as variables.
Other system constraints include system spinning/operating re-
serve requirements, system fuel limits, and system emission
limits. Unit constraints include unit output limits, unit spinning/
operating reserve limit, ramp up/down rate limits, min up/down
time limits, fuel limits, and emission limits.

The bus load consists of fixed and responsive terms (3). The
fixed load term should be fully satisfied. The responsive load
term can be curtailed or shifted to another operating hour when
the electricity price is cheaper. Here, the consumption benefit is
zero for a fixed load. Therefore, the objective function of SCUC
would only include responsive load bids

(3)

A typical DR bid curve is depicted in Fig. 2 which includes
fixed and stepwise responsive load bids. The fixed load, min-
imum load curtailment, and maximum level of responsive load
submitted to the ISO are denoted by , , and , respectively
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Fig. 2. DR bid curve.

in Fig. 2. The responsive load constraints are formulated as
follows:

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

In this formulation, the responsive load, i.e., , and the cur-
tailment state of load, i.e., , are variables. The curtailment
state is 1 when the load is curtailed and is 0 otherwise. The
curtailed load is the difference between the maximum and the
scheduled responsive loads. The curtailed load is larger than the
minimum load curtailment. Since the curtailed load is not di-
rectly considered in the formulation, its associated constraints
are represented by the responsive load. The possible cases are
listed as follows.

— The proposed curtailed load is less than the minimum load
curtailment. In this case the minimum load curtailment
constraint (4) would be imposed. The scheduled respon-
sive load would be the submitted responsive load minus
the minimum load curtailment.

— The proposed curtailed load is larger than the minimum
load curtailment: in this case, constraint (5) would ensure
that the scheduled responsive load is nonnegative.

— Load is not curtailed: in this case the submitted responsive
load will be scheduled. Constraint (6) would be enforced
and loads will be shifted to this hour.

The hourly load pickup/drop rates constraints (7) and (8)
would limit the rate of load changes between any two suc-
cessive hours. The minimum load up/down time constraints
(9) and (10) indicate the minimum number of hours when
the load cannot be curtailed/restored. Constraint (11) restricts
the total daily load curtailment. The hourly load curtailment
is the difference between the submitted responsive load and
the scheduled responsive load. This term is positive when the
load is curtailed, negative when the load is shifted to that hour,
and zero when there is no load curtailment or shifting at that
hour. Using this constraint, responsive loads may be shifted or
curtailed.

B. SCUC Subproblems

The solution of the master problem, i.e., the hourly unit com-
mitment and dispatch as well as load schedule, is used in the
base case and contingencies network check subproblems to ex-
amine the feasibility of the master solution for satisfying the net-
work security. The objective of the subproblems is to minimize
power mismatches in all system buses. In the case of violations,
hourly cuts (12) are provided to the UC problem as

(12)

Here, denotes the current bus power mismatch in the base
case; and are respectively the dual variables of hourly
unit dispatch and load balance equations. The second and third
terms respectively represent the change in the objective value
(power mismatch) when the unit schedule and load schedule are
changed. The cut indicates that current violations in the base
case can be mitigated by recalculating the schedule of units and
loads. In the case of contingencies, corrective actions are intro-
duced by generation redispatch. In the case of violations, the
hourly cuts for the UC problem are

(13)

Here, and are dual variables of hourly generation re-
dispatch constraints and is the dual variable of load balance
equation; denotes the current bus power mismatch in the case
of contingencies and the second and third terms respectively
represent changes in the objective value (power mismatch) when
the unit dispatch and load schedule are changed.

The iterative process between the master problem and sub-
problems continues until all contingencies are handled properly
and system security conditions in the base case and contingen-
cies are satisfied [25].

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

A modified IEEE 118-bus system is analyzed to illustrate the
performance of the proposed method. The proposed method was
implemented on a 2.4-GHz personal computer using CPLEX
11.0 [32]. The system has 118 buses, 54 units, and 186 branches.
The data for this system are given in http://motor.ece.iit.edu/
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Fig. 3. Load at bus 59 with load curtailment.

data/SCUC_118test.xls. The following cases are considered for
analyzing the effect of DR in SCUC.

A. DR Considered at a Single Bus

Bus 59 is considered as the bus with DR. Ten percent of the
total load in this bus is considered as responsive while the rest is
fixed. A single-step consumption bid of 20$/MWh is considered
for the responsive load. The minimum hourly and maximum
daily load curtailments of 5 MW and 150 MW are considered
for this load. The minimum up and down times are 4 h and the
load pickup and drop rates are considered large enough to allow
any load changes in successive hours. The following cases are
considered:

Case 0: Base case SCUC with no DR;
Case 1: DR in Case 0 (with load curtailment);
Case 2: DR in Case 0 (with load shifting).

Case 0: We assume that the load is fixed (DR is not consid-
ered) in SCUC. The calculated total operating cost in this case
is $1 046 785.81. Forty-five units are committed and the load at
bus 59 is fully satisfied.

Case 1: In this case, 10% of the hourly load at bus 59 is con-
sidered as responsive load. Assume that this load can only be
curtailed (cannot be shifted.) Accordingly, the operating cost is
dropped to $1 042 325.48 (i.e., 0.43% decrease in the operating
cost.) The actual and curtailed loads at bus 59 are depicted in
Fig. 3. The load curtailment occurs at hours 14–19. The curtail-
ment at hour 14 is 14.4 MW. At hours 15–19, the curtailed load
is 26.9, 27.7, 27.7, 26.7, and 26.6 MW, respectively, which are
equal to maximum hourly curtailable loads, and the total load
curtailment is equal to the daily curtailment limit of 150 MW.
The hourly load curtailment occurs near the peak hour which
changes the scheduled unit commitment when units 2 and 9
are turned off. The total saving at bus 59 is $16 265.50 with a
4460.33 MBtu saving in fuel consumption.

Case 2: Fig. 4 depicts the application of load shifting at bus
59. The load at hours 12–19 is shifted. However, the total energy
consumption at bus 59 is not changed. The minimum load of 5
MW was shifted at hour 12. Load shifting changes the unit com-
mitment schedule when nine expensive units are no longer com-
mitted at the peak hour. The total operating cost is $1 044 998.12
(i.e., 0.17% decrease) which is larger than that of Case 1 when
the load was curtailed. The total saving in load consumption at
bus 59 is $10 378.15 with a 1787.69 MBtu saving in fuel con-
sumption.

In Cases 1 and 2, the average system LMP is decreased in four
hours. The average system LMP in Cases 0 and 1 are compared

Fig. 4. Load at bus 59 with load shifting.

Fig. 5. Average system LMP.

in Fig. 5. The hourly LMP in the entire scheduling horizon is
affected, although the load curtailment is at hours 14-19. Here,
less congested network flows would result in lower LMPs. The
average system LMP in Case 2 is fairly similar to that of Case
1, while the LMP at hours 21 and 22 is slightly higher. The
load shifting could mitigate price spikes and lower the average
system LMP as efficiently as load curtailment.

B. DR Considered at All Buses

In this case, DR (load shifting) is considered at all buses when
calculating the hourly SCUC. The load is shifted from 0% to
20% with steps of 5%. Here, 20% means that one fifth of the
hourly load may be shifted. Four cases are considered as fol-
lows:

Case 0: SCUC solution with DR;
Case 1: SCED solution with DR;
Case 2: Effect of contingencies on Case 0;
Case 3: Effect of load pickup/drop rates on Case 0.

Case 0: In Table I, the number of committed units and the
total operating cost are reduced as we shift more loads away
from peak hours. In Table I, the largest cost drop occurs during
the first 5% step with a 1.27% reduction in the cost.

Without any load shifts, 45 units are committed with 15 units
operating as base units. With a 5% DR, the number of com-
mitted units is decreased to 33 with 16 units operating as base
units. The number of committed units would decrease progres-
sively in this case with more units operating as base unit. The
hourly load average (total daily load divided by 24) is fixed as
curtailment is not considered. However, the standard deviation
is reduced as we shift more loads which would result in a flatter
load profile (i.e., hourly system load gets closer to the average
load.) In Fig. 6, the 20% load shift is compared with the actual
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TABLE I
SCUC RESULTS WITH A VARIETY OF DR

Fig. 6. Actual and shifted system loads.

Fig. 7. Average system LMP.

system load. The small change at hour 7 is due to the commit-
ment of unit 19, which is the latest committed unit. The total
shifted load is 5711 MW which is shifted from hours 11-22 to
hours 1-10 and 23-24. With a flat load profile, there will be no
need to commit expensive units at peak hours.

Here, by shifting loads to off-peak hours, line flows decrease
at peak hours (i.e., less congestion) and increase at off-peak
hours. The average LMP depicted in Fig. 7 is much more flat
with possible load shifts. The reduction in fuel consumption is
shown in Fig. 8.

Case 1: In Case 0, there was an iterative process in the SCUC
solution in which the UC solution was modified in each iteration
in order to optimize the DR solution. Here, we fix the base case
UC results in Table I and utilize an SCED with the 20% DR. Ac-
cordingly, a unit dispatch is obtained with a total operating cost
of $1 039 343.61 which is 0.9% higher than that of the SCUC
result. The standard deviation is 400 MW with a total load shift
of 1529 MW. Here the cost is higher because the fixed UC solu-
tion would restrict the load shifts and the DR benefits presented
in Case 0.

Fig. 8. Reduction in fuel consumption.

Fig. 9. Actual and shifted system load in the case of contingencies.

Case 2: Three possible contingencies including the outages
of unit 10 and line 120 at peak hour and the outage of unit 19
at hour 5 are considered. Accordingly, the original unit com-
mitment is adjusted and loads are shifted as preventive actions.
However, possible corrective actions would be handled by the
hourly generation redispatch. If we do not shift any loads, 48
units are committed to satisfy the load with a total operating
cost of $1 060 349.50. When we consider a 20% load shift, the
total operating cost is reduced to $1 035 364.42 in which only
25 units are committed. The hourly load standard deviation is
60 MW, which is larger than that of Case 0. This is due to the
commitment of additional units at hours with contingency. Unit
23 is committed at hours 15-19 to handle the outage of unit 10;
also unit 16 is committed at the entire scheduling horizon. Ac-
cordingly the dispatch of units and load shifts are modified. In
UC, units 10, 19, and 23 are partially committed while the other
committed units are always on. By shifting loads, the partially
committed units will be loaded additionally and, as shown in
Fig. 9, the load profile will not be as flat.

Case 3: In this case load pickup/drop rates of 0.5 MW/min
are considered. The SCUC with 20% DR is solved. The load
pickup/drop rates would reduce the responsiveness of loads in
seventeen buses as compared to Case 0. Accordingly, the load
schedule in the entire system is changed to compensate the re-
duced load shifting capability of affected buses. The total op-
erating cost is slightly increased as the total savings for loads
subject to pickup/drop rates are decreased. This decrease in sav-
ings is due to fewer load shifting. Fig. 10 shows the DR solution
which is compared with the actual system load.

In Fig. 11, the responsive load of bus 54 could change much
faster when load pickup/drop rates are not considered. The load
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Fig. 10. Actual and shifted system load with load pickup/drop rates.

Fig. 11. Effect of load pickup/drop rates on responsive load at bus 54.

changes are as high as 59 MW (between hours 11 and 12 and
hours 12 and 13). However, when considering the load pickup
and drop rates, the responsive load would at most change 30
MW from hour 8 to hour 9 and from hour 9 to hour 10.

V. OBSERVATIONS

Using the studied cases, we list the DR advantages as follows.
— Peak demand reduction. This reduction was by either cur-

tailing peak demands or shifting peak demands to off-peak
hours. The peak load reduction would mitigate price spikes
and enhance economical dispatch.

— Reduction in the average system LMP. Changes in
DR-based hourly load profile could modify the hourly
unit commitment and power flows, and accordingly reduce
bus LMPs.

— Social benefits of DR. Any DR applications to a fraction
of buses could provide benefits to the entire power system
and all market participants.

— DR in day-ahead. DR application was more beneficial to
SCUC than to SCED. The corresponding adjustments to
SCUC would enhance the flexibility and the efficiency of
market operations.

— Higher DR. Additional level of DR would lead to better
SCUC results and a more flat hourly load profile. However,
merits of very large DR were not as significant.

— Impact of DR on power system operation. A higher DR
would lead to lower fuel consumptions and reduced carbon
footprint in power systems.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The ability to curtail or shift loads at peak periods could re-
duce the energy cost and require few on/off commitment of gen-

erating units. In this paper a comprehensive formulation is pro-
posed to model the DR in the clearing process of electricity
markets. The application of DR to SCUC would effectively in-
corporate responsive loads in the day-ahead market operations.
Physical constraints of responsive loads along with generating
units and transmission lines were considered. Such constraints
were considered in base case and contingency operations of the
system. The benefits of DR were demonstrated as viable options
for managing the load growth in electric power systems.
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